Below: Another view of W7455, probably
taken at the same time as the photograph
on the previous page, showing the complete
aircraft. Note what may be a repair to the top
section of the fabric-covered rudder. In the
background is what appears to be a Hillman
‘Tilly’ 10hp light utility vehicle.
Right: 149 Squadron’s Mk I Srs 3, W7462,
is pushed out of a C Type hangar at
Mildenhall. With an empty weight of 21½ tons
(43,161lb/19,578kg) it took a lot of manpower
to move the big bomber on its fat tyres. Note,
again, the poor durability of the RDM2A
Special Night paint finish on an airframe
that was only a few months old when it was
photographed here in late 1941/early 1942.
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Left: The fuselage of W7508 at the Austin
Motors Shadow Factory displays the distinctive
‘upward bend’ of the rear fuselage from a
point just aft of the windows. As OJ-D with 149
Squadron, W7508 was shot down over Belgium
on 6 June 1942 on ops to Essen.
Below: Mk I Srs 3, W7515, LS-R, took at pasting
after straying over Antwerp docks at low level
returning from the second 1,000-bomber raid
to Essen on 1/2 June 1942. The Stirling was
peppered with light flak, badly wounding the
rear gunner and puncturing the port main wheel
tyre. Landing back at Wyton the damaged tyre
caused the aircraft to swerve into soft ground
where the left wheel became bogged down
and the aircraft nosed in, ending up with its tail
high in the air. Note the open fuselage escape
hatches (cabin roof and astrodome observation
hatch), the pilot’s hinged escape roof hatch,
and a ladder propped against the forward
fuselage to allow the escaping crew to reach
the ground.
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STIRLING Mk I Srs 3 W7510, OJ-S, ‘SEMPER EN EXCRETA’
149 SQUADRON, FEBRUARY 1943

Modeller’s notes

Mk I Srs 3, W7510, flew 26 ops with 149 Squadron (first as OJ-B and then as OJ-S) between April 1942 and
February 1943, during which time its crews claimed two night-fighters shot down. The first confrontation was on
27 April when the Stirling was badly damaged in a pitched battle with a Bf110. The rear gunner shot the enemy
fighter down 50 miles NW of Den Helder, but the front and mid-upper gunners were injured in the shoot-out. The
second incident took place on 20 November returning from Turin, when its gunners downed a Ju88 25 miles
east of Paris. W7510 passed briefly to 90 Squadron from February to March 1943 before joining 1657 CU, where
it remained until finally SOC on 31 January 1946.
Opposite page: Flg Off Ivan Ellis RNZAF (third from right, standing), aged 28, from Timaru, New Zealand,
skippered W7510 on six occasions including its final trip with 149 Squadron on 4 February 1943, to Turin. Ivan
went missing on his twenty-third op on 21 April in Stirling Mk III, BK698, OJ-O, returning from bombing Rostock.
He and his crew crashed into the North Sea from 2,500ft west of Ringköbing, Denmark, at 03.54hrs while trying
to out-run a Ju88C-6 night-fighter of 11./NJG3 flown by Oblt Günther Köberich. They all perished and only the
body of bomb aimer Flg Off David McNarey was recovered from the sea.
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Aircraft:
FN7 mid-upper turret
FN4 rear turret
Twin pitot tubes on masts beneath nose
Four windows on port side nose area, five on starboard side
Nine oval windows on fuselage port side from mid-chord to horizontal stabiliser,
eight on starboard side
Colours:
RDM2A Special Night black and Dark Green/Dark Earth camouflage. In October
1942, the Directorate of Operational Requirements ruled that ordinary Night was
to replace RDM2A Special Night on all night flying aircraft, but it seems W7510
was still wearing Special Night in February 1943.
Dull Red codes and serial number
Type C1 fuselage roundel
Short fin flash with narrow white centre stripe
Type B upper wing roundels 77in in diameter. Underwing roundels not carried
Nose art on port side of a Jester figure holding a bomb in one hand, shrugging
with the other, under a scroll reading ‘SEMPER EN EXCRETA’ (‘Always in the sh*t’)
over a motto ‘The Jester’
Twenty-six eight-pointed stars on left forward fuselage side beneath pilot’s
window denoting 26 ops flown
Two enemy aircraft motifs depicting ‘kills’ of a Bf110 and a Ju88 falling in flames
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Two almost identical photos showing Stirlings being refuelled
from a Matador petrol bowser. Right is a Stirling Mk I Srs 1 of
1651 CU at Waterbeach in 1942, while the image below shows
a Mk I Srs 3 later in the war by which time conversion units had
adopted two-letter unit codes, in this case ‘BS’ for 1651 CU.
Note the Mk I Srs 3 in the background is fitted with a Parnall
FN50 mid-upper turret. Note also the differences between the
Srs 1 and 3 fuselage windows.

A fitter shows two Air Cadets the
workings of the Bristol Hercules
radial engine on a Stirling Mk I.
Note also the clear view of the
cockpit coupé.

Pitot tubes – the Srs 1 has the twin masts under the nose, but
there are no pitot tubes fitted, instead there is a single tube on
the radio mast, while the Srs 3 below has what looks to be a
single pitot mast under the nose;

C - Cooling gills

Engine exhausts – plain exhausts on the Srs 1, flame damping
barbed exhausts on the Srs 3;

F - Rear cylinder bank

Windscreen glycol de-icing sprayers – longer twin tubes on the
Srs 1, but short ‘button’-like sprayers on the Srs 3.

H - Engine mounting ring

A - Exhaust collector ring
B - Flame suppressor exhaust pipe

D - Carburettor air intake
E - Front cylinder bank

G - Firewall bulkhead

I - Ignition harness
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This photograph was probably taken at some time during 1942–43 when BF345 had passed
from 7 Squadron to 1657 CU at Stradishall. It is interesting not only on account of the three
RAF officers of air rank inspecting the aircraft with a foreign dignitary (who can be seen inside
the fuselage in the background), but also for the legends painted on the fuselage. They read:
‘Instructional aircraft, Stirling Mk I Series 3’ and most tellingly ‘DANGER: Do not touch any
switch or lever in this A/C. There are many electrical circuits and a fault in one may retract
the U/C.’ The Stirling was overly reliant on electrical power to operate a whole host of systems,
including the undercarriage, which was prone to malfunction without warning. Instances of
undercarriages retracting themselves while aircraft were on the ground and unattended were
not uncommon. Note the IFF wire attachment point (arrowed).

Top: A lovely photograph of 1657 CU’s Stirling Mk I, XT-A, with its engines at full power. Note the fixed-down tail wheels
and absence of pitot masts under the nose. Also of interest is the small size of the unit code letters ‘XT’, which are similar
in style to those adopted by 7 Squadron during its Stirling period.
Above: BF382, BU-Q, is a late production Belfast-built Mk I with FN50 mid-upper and FN20 rear turrets. It was withdrawn
from 214 Squadron in October and November 1943 for equipment trials at A&AEE Boscombe. Note it has fewer fuselage
windows than earlier Mk Is and looks more like a Mk III.
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STIRLING Mk III
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This rare underside view of
BK649 shows the installation
of the twin-Browning 0.303in
FN64 ventral turret (A) under
the rear fuselage. While
the FN20 and FN50 were
adopted for Mk III production
aircraft, the FN64 was not,
despite being mechanically
efficient. Sighting difficulties
led to its discontinuation.
The problem of defending
the underside of the aircraft
remained, however, so a
‘field modification’ of a single
0.5 Browning was installed
in around 250 Stirlings in
late 1943. This modification
was fitted in the unused
parachute escape hatch (B),
the mounting of which (C)
can been seen in the inset
photo bottom right.

The first production Mk IIIs off the line from Austin Motors in November
1942 (BK648 and BK649) were used as prototypes. This is BK649 seen
during trials at A&AEE Boscombe Down that commenced in December
1942. Note the Type A underwing roundels and yellow undersides. The
pair were fitted with improved Hercules VI engines, wire throttle controls
replacing the troublesome hydraulically actuated Exactor system used
on the Mk I, an FN50 mid-upper turret supplanting the unloved FN7 and
the FN20 substituting the earlier FN4 rear turret.
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These perfect views of R9309, the first Mk III prototype, were taken at A&AEE Boscombe Down in June 1942. The aircraft is fitted with the 1,675hp
Hercules VI engine, featuring an oil cooler (A) located beneath each nacelle, replacing the intakes in the leading edges of the wings. Also
noticeable is the new, extended carburettor intake (B) on top of the nacelle and the Parnall FN50 mid-upper turret (C) replacing the unpopular
Nash & Thompson FN7 of the Mk I. Other refinements of the Mk III are the glycol spray pipes (D) which are now smaller and closer together, and
observation blisters (E) fitted to the middle windows on both sides of the cockpit. The FN20 rear turret now also introduced armour plating (F) for
the gunner against stern attacks.

C
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Right: this unidentified 15 Squadron flight sergeant observer has just cause
to smile as he points out two swastika ‘kill’ markings painted on the fuselage
next to the crew entrance door, denoting two enemy fighters shot down by the
Stirling’s gunners. Also of note in this photograph is the fuselage joint between
the rear centre section and tail section, running under the ‘B’ of the serial
number, which was factory sealed with a butt strap of riveted light alloy.

OIL COOLERS

Right: On the Mk I (Hercules I, II, III, X and XI) oil was supplied to each
engine from the oil tanks behind the fireproof bulkhead, circulating
through the engine and carburettor, before passing through a 10½in
diameter RAE-type Marston cooler fitted inside the wing leading edge,
before returning to the tank. The air intakes for the cooler are the three
elliptical apertures in the leading edge.
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A fine air-to-air study of Belfast-built Mk III, BF509, on a manufacturer’s test flight in March 1943. The aircraft
joined 149 Squadron at Lakenheath on 31 March with whom it remained until 16 February 1944, whereupon
it was relegated to aircrew training with 1653 CU at Chedburgh. Note the extended engine air intakes, the
fewer fuselage windows and the new streamlined fairing behind the rear turret, all features of the Mk III,
although the latter two did appear on some very late Mk Is.

Above: It was a different arrangement on the Mk III (Hercules VI and
XVI) with its revised oil system, featuring a 12in diameter oil cooler
relocated under the engine nacelle, fitted with an internal ice guard
and air filter.
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